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MEMBERSHIP OF THE SOCIETY OF OLYMPIC COLLECTORS
Membership starts on election, of which applicants will be notified, and will last for one
calendar year. All back issues of the magazine will be sent to members joining during
the year.
Junior members are those aged under 18 years in the year of joining, subscription rates
are half of the adult rate until the 18th birthday.
Applications should be made to the Secretary, and should include the following details:
Name, Address, Telephone No, Occupation, Collecting Interests, Membership details of
other Societies and be signed by the applicant.
In the case of junior applicants, date of birth should also be stated, and the application
must be countersigned by a parent or guardian.
Subscription rates at 1st January 1996 are: United Kingdom £7.00, Europe £9.00,
(DM25, $US17), Outside Europe £12.00, (DM35, $US23).
American cheques drawn in $US in the USA are acceptable, but all other overseas
payments should be made in either Sterling, US Dollar or Deutschmark currency
notes, or by Sterling cheques payable in London.

FRONT PAGE
The first issue of a brand new Olympic Year is complete, and whilst preparing it over the
Christmas holiday, the first real news of a philatelic programme for the Games in Atlanta
finally began to emerge. A ridiculous situation had been allowed to develop whereby
the United States Postal Service could not get the permission of the Atlanta Organising
Committee to use 'Olympic devices' on stamps or cancellations. The other side of the
coin — the Organising Committee wanted the USPS to carry out special checks on all
incoming mail to the Olympic facilities for explosive devices (which USPS apparently
agreed to do). A clear case of the more we want, the less we will give. Collectors were
about to be faced with the first celebration of the Games without domestic postal
commemoration since 1912. To compound matters, it is reported that the Organising
Committee would only correspond on the use of Olympic devices with sponsors, so
any attempt at resolution was thwarted. Eventually the American philatelic press
featured this farcical situation, and seem to have provided a much needed catalyst.
The secondary effect of this saga, would have been the complete absence of the USPS
at Olymphilex, no wonder we have the rather familiar situation where funds that were
promised to stage the biggest and best ever philatelic event have failed to materialise.
Surely it is time that Organising Committees were held to their commitments on plans to
fund specific cultural events, supply the spectator accommodation they promise, and
actually stage an event that resembles that presented in their bid. It would not seem
unreasonable to impose 'penalty clauses' in the agreements that provide their funds few areas of the commercial environment are immune to such penalties.
Hopefully, by the May issue, it will be possible to report the USPS programme in detail.
To all of you who have renewed your subscriptions by 31st January, a reminder that you
are entitled to free entries in the Small Ad's, it would appear that this will prove a
popular feature — please consider the size of the box when sending your copy, as you
will see in this issue, some members have used their free allocation +.
Our A G M this year will be an important event, because of the retirement of Franceska
as our Chairman. Franceska was of course the driving force in calling the meeting from
which the Society was founded. I think that I can safely say that if there is one particular
disappointment about the evolvement of the Society, it has to be the lack of members at
A G M's. There are always displays available, opportunities to chat and socialise as well
as the all important opportunity to put forward your views. How about a New Year's
Resolution to attend the A G M this year?
The election of all committee members will take place at the A G M, and to enable postal
voting our Constitution requires that ballot papers are sent out with the May issue of
Torch Bearer, please forward any nominations that you may have to the Secretary by
the 15th April, and of course any items that you would like included on the Agenda.
Finally, on behalf of all members of the Committee, I would like to wish you all a
successful and fruitful 'collecting' new year.
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NEWS FROM MEMBERS
A number of members have confirmed the use of the 'Congratulations' postmark for the
losing candidates, Ostersund, Sion and Qubec, following their defeat by Salt Lake City.
{Volume 12, page 119 refers}
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The illustrated cover, is cancelled by all four 'congratulations' cancels.
A further detail omitted from the article in volume 12, was the existence of a temporary
post office at the site of the IOC Session. This office produced the range of cancellations
with green ink, making them easy to identify.
* * * * ***** * * * * ********** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Another joint effort, from Canada and New Zealand. John Larmer sent a drinks label
from POWERADE the official sports drink of the Olympic Games (produced by
Coca—Cola).
The same day, an envelope
from Bob Cyca arrived with this
label neatly tied.

afficleissporty (kink al the Aftixopit chwres

POWERME
thit quencher

cuts thirst in a powerful way

•

946 mt.
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MEMBERS FORUM
Your Editor would be grateful for any information about the illustrated cover, franked
with the 1/— value from the Great Britain 1948 Olympic Games set, cancelled with an
undated cancel : TRISTAN DA CUNHA / EDINBURGH / SETTLEMENT
...731
,
- '-,,t.'-,i4.4::,1,:::.•,:.- AllgOrre"AWRIY,N,A,s0,

The addressee is :
'Victor Marsh
(JPS804),
13 Sion Rd.
Riverside,
Twickenham.
Middlesex,
England.',
and there are two
manuscript notes. The
first on the front:
'Recd 23-5-51',
the second on the back
seems to read:
'1 only with pmk 1951'.

EDINBURGH

5c t ILEMENT

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

A further mystery for members to solve,
can anyone help with details of the
illustrated vignette?
It is coarsely printed, in red on white
paper. Rouletted to three sides.
Design size is 37 x 19 mm.
Purpose, and date of issue are the key
questions.
Any answers to the Editor please.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Member (and SPI officer), Sherwin D. Podolsky has acquired the collection formed by
Dorothy Guliick, a deceased SPI member. The collection is devoted to the theme of
skiing, and includes an extensive range of Olympic material, which was built up over
many years.
Sherwin comments that the collection starts at 1931, and concludes at 1980. It includes
covers, stamps, meters, labels, and pieces with cancels. Some of the material is difficult
to evaluate (Trucial States, Equatorial Guinea, Japanese stationery cards etc.).
The majority of the collection will be sold as individual lots, and Sherwin has prepared
three lists, which are available from:
Sherwin D Podolsky, 3074 Sapphire Avenue, Simi Valley, CA 93063-2101, USA.
Wants lists on the skiing theme are also invited.
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Further to the request from our librarian, {Volume 12, page 100}, member Dave Body
from South Australia forwarded a photocopy of the CALTEX meter for Melbourne 1956.
This example posted on 2" November 1956, is on a corporate envelope, with return
address details in case of non—delivery. Dave comments that the meter is not
"unknown", but adds that it has been a number of years since he saw a copy offered for
sale. {The meter is certainly 'unlisted' in usual sources — hence the value of journals]
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Further to the series of articles compiled by Bob Wilcock on the Games of the VIII
Olympiade, Paris 1924, {Volume 11, pages 100 — 115, 153 — 164}, Member Rajesh
Varma from India, sent a photograph of this interesting variety:
For obvious reasons
he has christened
the variety as 'the
cigar flaw'.
Does any member
have a further copy?

PARIS-l49
When magnified, the flaw shows a line along
the length — possibly a hair on the plate?
Is this example unique?
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GRENOBLE 1968 — DRUG COMPANY ADVERTISING — In response to the article by
Bob Wilcock (Volume 12, page 35), my move of house has caused a complete copy of
the 'nordic combined' card illustrated on page 36 to resurface. The card actually has a
printed dotted line to mark seperation with the advertising section rather than
perforations, all printing is in a deep purple colour (as the designs of the skiiers).

•
protecteur vasculaire
autant qu'hypotenseur

SAMPAR E
ormgria.m. &Hr., d. Gramm, -Sart 04 Fond"

face au risque vasculaire
de ('hypertension :
les flavonoides de

The product advertised
is SARPAREL, and
the address of the
Company is given as:
LES LABORATOIRES
SERVIER — B.P. 927 ORLEANS.

SARPA,_RE
en rnoyenne 2 comprimes quotidiens
darts has cas severes. on peat prescribe
4 at mime 6 comprimes par jour

Eluls ee 40 drag!". Oldeve ceentrime emelt* cre-0/0r les wincise•ecids
•
CO2
- 1001.0000 freend csacon0 001
v aworte :
1 4 s c a 0.001 g • 0:00010se 11.00s4ove cencestre dee ..9.00.0,0.03 0 p00 0, do mpoox da ,anywadio samonera 0.01113 9 c0103500110ted a 2. mg
,0*
hem S 3 P O. ISd'alealsides
Sires dart des 00s0000
llde
.
040 peadys reset 162 Ilypaltenclus. Les limits de IS 0040100inezzi
2 a E. eertipelmes LES LASOPATOIRES SETMER • 0,0. 027 • 0,L
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However, the original
question still stands,
can any members help
with details of the
products advertised on
the remaining four
cards
Bob Farley

IMOS — LISTING OF OLYMPIC POSTMARKS
Reprinted with the permission of IMOS - Internationalen Motivgruppe "Olympiaden
and Sport".
Compiled by Manfred Winternheimer

Key — Erlauterungen — Explacation
Slogan cancellation - Werbestepel - Obliteration publicitaire.
Special first day postmark - Ersttags-Sonderstempel - Obliteration
speciales premier jour.
Special cancellation - Sonderstempel - Obliteration speciales.
Meter mark - Freistempel - Affranchissement mecaniques.

Sl.pmk
FD.pmk
Sp.pmk
M.mk
AUSTRALIA

1395 FD.pmk

MELBOURNE VIC 3000 / AUSTRALIAN PHILATEUC BUREAU / FIRST
DAY OF ISSUE (First day for the Olympic airletter)
Illustration: Map of Australia, star marking Sydney.

BELGIUM
1396 Sp.pmk

2000 ANTWERPEN / 75e VERJAADAG VAN DE OLYMPISCHE
SPELEN IN 1920
Illustration: Detail from 1920 poster.

BENIN
1397 FD.pmk

REPUBLIQUE DU BENIN / JEUX OLYMPIQUES "ATLANTA '96"
Illustration: Olympic rings and long-jumper.

FRANCE
1398 M.mk

73 ALBERTVILLE / SAVOIE / Cite Olympique / Albertville
Illustration: Pairs skaters.
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GREECE
1399 Sp.pmk ANCIENT OLYMPIA / 35th Session of the International Olympic
Academy (Greek script).
Illustration: Figure and Olympic rings.
1400 Sp.pmk ANCIENT OLYMPIA / 2nd Conference for Education and Schools
(Greek script).
Illustration: Figure and Olympic rings.
GUINEA REPUBLIC
1401 FD.pmk REPUBLIQUE DE GUINEE / JEUX OLYMPIQUES ATLANTA 1996
Illustration: Five rings.
CROATIA
1402 Sp.pmk 41101 ZAGREB / HOMMAGE A DRAZEN PETROVIC / OLIMPIJSKI /
MUZEJ / LAUSANNE
Illustration: Emblems of the Olympic Museum and Croatian Olympic
Committee, the Monument to Drazen Petrovic at the Olympic
Museum.
1403 Sp.pmk 41101 ZAGREB / dan medunarodnog olimpijskog Komiteta /
ATLANTA '96 / CITIUS / ALTIUS / FORTIUS
Illustration: Handball player.
1404 Sp.pmk 41101 ZAGREB / HRVATSKI OLIMPIJSKI DAN
Illustration: Rowers and emblem of the Olympic Committee.
1405 Sp.pmk 41101 ZAGREB / 2. SVJETSKI SAJAM OLIMPIJSKIH SAKKUPLICA /
2. Olympic Collectors WORLD FAIR / LAUSANNE
Illustration: Olympic Museum and Monument to Drazen Petrovic.
SWITZERLAND
1407 Sl.pmk 1950 SION / SION / VALAIS—WALUS / 2002 / SWITZERLAND / LA
POSTE / Supporter Partinoire de la Candidature
Illustration: Bid logo.
1406 M.mk

4000 BASEL 2 / ANNAHME / ascom ist / Supporter de Kandidatur fur
/ die olympischen / Winterspiele 2002
Illustration: Bid logo.

SPAIN
1408 FD.pmk BARCELONA / PRIMER / DIA DE / CIRCULACION / DEPORTES /
OLIMPICOS DE PLATA
Illustration: Football pictogram.
CZECH REPUBLIC
1409 M.mk

1410 M.mk

28201 CESKY BROD / 70 / LET / CONGRESS OLYMP. INTERNAT. /
PRAHA 1925 OLYMPSPORT / NARODNI / FILATEUSTICKA /
VYSTAVA / PLZEN 95
Illustration: Building.
13001 PRAHA 31 / 70 / LET / CONGRESS OLYMPIQUE
INTERNATIONAL / PRAGUE 1925 / CESKY OLYMPIJSKY VYBOR /
SENESOVSKA 6 / 10100 PRAHA 10 / CZECH REP.
Illustration: Emblem.
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CZECH REPUBLIC
1411

M.mk

1412

M.mk

1413

Sl.pmk

1414

M.mk

28201 CESKY BROD / ATLANTA 1996 / OLYMPHILEX '96 / NARODNI
FILATELISICKA VYSTAVA / PLZEN 1295-1995 / OLYMPSPORT /
POB 13 / 28223 CESKY BROD
Illustration: Atlanta emblem.
28201 CESKY BROD /{text and illustration as 1411, layout changed}
16000 PRAHA 6 / 18. SEMINAR GEN. SEKRETARO / A SEFU MISI /
E.O.C. / PRAHA 21.-29.9.1995 / CESKY OLYMPIJSKY VYBOR
Illustration: Emblem.
13001 / PRAHA 31 / {Text and illustration as 1413}
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1414
1413

HUNGARY
1415

FD.pmk

Budapest 4 [also Budapest 81 1 100 eves a / Magyar / Olimpiai /
Bizottsag
Illustration: President of National Olympic Committee and Olympic
rings.

1416

Sp.pmk

Budapest 4 [also Budapest 8] 4 NOB. 104 ulese (104th 10C Session)
Illustration: Emblem.

1417

FD.pmk

Budapest 8 / OLYMPIAFILA '95
Illustration: Olympic rings.

1418

Sp.pmk

Budapest 8 / OLYMPIAFILA '95 /BELYGUDVAR
Illustration: Stamp, magnifying glass and Olympic rings.

1419

Sp.pmk

Budapest 8 / OLYMPIAFILA '95 /Belyegkiallitas / megnyitasa
Illustration: Torch and Olympic rings.

1420

Sp.pmk

Budapest 8 / OLYMPIAFILA '95 / AZ IFJUSAG NAPJA
Illustration: Discus thrower.

1421

Sp.pmk

Budapest 8 / OLYMPIAFILA '95 / BELYGTERVEZESI / VERSENY
Illustration: Olympic rings, pallete and brushes.

1422

Sp.pmk

Budapest 8 / OLYMPIAFILA '95 / A MOB NAPJA (10C day)
Illustration: Emblem of the Hungarian Olympic Committee.

1423

Sp.pmk

Budapest 8 / OLYMPIAFIL '95 / SPORTBELYEGGYUJTOK /
NEMZETKOZI / TALALKOZOJA
Illustration: Olympic rings.

1424

Sp.pmk

Budapest 8 / OLYMPIAFILA '95 / A MAGYAR POSTA / NAPJA
Illustration: Olympic rings and Posthorn.
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1426

Sp.pmk

1427

Sp.pmk

1428

Sp.pmk
•
ooti

Budapest 8 / KOSZONTJUK A 2002—ES TELI OLIMPIAI JATEKOK
VAROSAT / SALT LAKE CITY 2002
Illustration: Emblem of the candidate city.
Budapest 8 / {Text as 1425, but OSTERSUND}
Illustration: Emblem of the candidate city.
Budapest 8 / {Text as 1425, but SION}
Illustration: Emblem of the candidate city.
Budapest 8 / {Text as 1425, but QUEBEC}
Illustration: Emblem of the candidate city.
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IMOS, Internationalen Motivgruppe "Olympiaden and Sport". is the German Sport
and Olympic Thematic Society, recognised as the FIPO representative society in
Germany.
Their regular publication is indexed in a way to allow loose leaf filing under selected
headings (individual sports, individual olympiads etc.). For those who read German, it is
essential reading, offering a wide range of articles on the sport and Olympic theme.
Many of the listings are well illustrated, allowing those with the most basic knowledge of
German to glean much valuable information.
The IMOS membership, are active participants in Olympic related trips, recent
'excursions' have included, Ancient Olympia, Lausanne, Budapest, Sydney and
Melbourne.
For details of membership, please write to: Hubert Huber, Justus—von—Liebig—Str. 14,
67105 Schifferstadt, Germany.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *****

If you live in the United Kingdom and would like to
receive packets of Olympic material to view in your
contact the Packet Secretary.
own home,
( See inside front cover for address details ).
Packets are circulated as often as possible, over two
circuits, North and South. Additional members, as
either buyers or sellers are always welcome.
We regret that this service has to be restricted to the
United Kingdom for buyers due to insurance cover.
Worldwide vendors are welcome.
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POSTAGE RATES IN 1936
The following details of postal rates current at the time of the 1936 Olympic Games in
Berlin was compiled by Franceska Rapkin.
Illustrations are taken from lots in the current auction (Auction No. 48), which
accompanies this issue of Torch Bearer. Perhaps you would like to spend some time
playing detective before sending in your bids, by establishing the correctly franked
items (remember, that correct franking is worth a premium).

INLAND RATES (Including Danzig and Saar).
Local

Within Germany

Letters:
20 grammes
Up to
Up to 250 grammes
Up to 500 grammes
Up to 1000 grammes
Postcards:
Single Cards
Reply paid (Antwortkarten)

8 Pfg
16 Pfg
20 Pfg
30 Pfg

12
24
40
60

5 Pfg
10 Pfg

6 Pfg
12 Pfg

Pfg
Pfg
Pfg
Pfg

Printed Paper Rate (For general printed matter within Germany):
20 grammes
Up to
50 grammes
Up to
Up to 100 grammes
Up to 250 grammes
Up to 500 grammes

3 Pfg
4 Pfg
8 Pfg
15 Pfg
30 Pfg

Printed Paper Rate (Only available for printers and newspapers):
50 grammes
Up to
Up to 100 grammes
Up to 250 grammes
Up to 500 grammes
Up to 1000 grammes

3 Pfg
4 Pfg
8 Pfg
15 Pfg
30 Pfg

Samples and Commercial Papers:
8 Pfg
15 Pfg
30 Pfg

Up to 100 grammes
Up to 250 grammes
Up to 500 grammes
Printed Matter (Drucksache):
Up to
Up to

20 grammes
50 grammes

From 1 December 1933
1 Pfg
2 Pfg

From 1 July 1936
1 Pfg
2 Pfg

Registered Letters or Cards:
Over regular rate
Late fee for registered letters
12

30 Pfg
30 Pfg

Receipt Fee:
30 Pfg

Over regular rate
Pneumatic Mail (Rohrpost):
(Local fee for letters or postcards up to 20 grammes)
Letters
Local fee
8 Pfg
Express fee
40 Pfg
Extra fee
10 Pfg
Total fee
58 Pfg

Postcards
5 Pfg
40 Pfg
10 Pfg
55 Pfg

Hamburg Street Car Postal Service:
5 Pfg

Over regular rate

Cash on Delivery (Nachnahme):
(Permitted up to a value of 1,000 Reichmarks in Germany, 6,000 Francs in the Saar and
1,200 Gulden in Danzig.)
Presentation fee for letters and postcards
Postcard fee, on addressee's half of the form
on receipt half retained by PO

30 Pfg
23 Pfg
3 Pfg

Letter fees according to weight and distance, plus presentation fee.
Insured Letter (Werbrief):
(Could contain items up to the value of RM 100,000)
Letter fee;
Insurance;
Handling;

depending on weight and distance.
for each 500 RM
10 Pfg
for values under 100 RM
30 Pfg
for values over 100 RM
40 Pfg

Example: An insured letter weighing 30 grammes, sent from Hamburg to
Berlin containing items to a value of 120 Reichmarks would be
charged as follows:
24 Pfg
10 Pfg
40 Pfg
74 Pfg

Letter fee
Insurance fee
Handling fee
Late fee for insured letters

30 Pfg

Postage Due (Nachgebuhr):
Recipient was charged one and a half times the missing fee.

13
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Official registered envelope for use by the Organising Committee of the Xlth

Olympiad, mailed from the Headquarters at Berlin -Charlottenburg 2 (used for
the distribution of event tickets).

Registered cover from the Swimming
Stadium, addressed to and backstamped
Munich 9.
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INTERNAL AIRMAIL RATES (Including Danzig, Memel, the Saar and Lithuania.)
Extra fee:
10 Pfg

Postcards:

10 Pfg
20 Pfg
40 Pfg
80 Pfg
125 Pfg
250 Pfg

20 grammes
Letters: Up to
Up to
50 grammes
Up to 100 grammes
Up to 250 grammes
Up to 500 grammes
Up to 1000 grammes

For each additional 500 grammes up to a maximum
125 Pfg
of 5 kilos
ZEPPELIN RATES:
50 Pfg

Postcards:
Letters: Up to

1 RM

20 grammes
FOREIGN RATES:

15 Pfg
30 Pfg

Postcards:
With reply card
20 grammes
Letters: Up to
To Czechoslovakia and Hungary
Each additional 20 grammes
To Czechoslovakia
To Hungary

25 Pfg
20 Pfg
15 Pfg
15 Pfg
10 Pfg

Printed Matter (Up to 2 kilogrammes):
5 Pfg

For each 50 grammes
Samples (Up to 2 kilogrammes):
For every 50 grammes
(Minimum charge per item)

5 Pfg
25 Pfg

Registered Letters and Cards:
Above the regular charge

30 Pfg

Insured Letters:
Registered letter rates applied, plus
insurance fee for each 500 Reichmarks

15

30 Pfg

Registered cover from the Olympic Stadium, sent overland to Hong Kong via
Siberia.
Special flight of Airship Hindenburg,
clear strike of the 'orange' shade of
the flight cachet. Zentralflughaven 'c'
back—stamp.
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FOREIGN AIRMAIL RATES:
Extra airmail fee for letters and cards sent to European countries.
15 Pfg
for each 20 grammes in weight
For other destinations outside Europe, varying fees were charged
for every 5 grammes in weight according to the distance.
For example, an air letter weighing 5 grammes sent to South America
via the airmail service introduced in February 1934 would require the
following fees:
Letter fee:
25 Pfg.
150 Pfg.
Extra fee for 5g:
Total payable:
175 Pfg.

Mr.

F.W. von Meister
354 fourth Avenue
Nen York — City
U.S.A.

Registered airmail cover via Airship Hindenburg, Registered at the Olympic
Village on the opening day of the Games.
Werb.-Poiall•e141 Nr.4
far dl• Olymplachan Spl.l. 1936

Olympia-Fackel-Laid 1936
Athen - liellendorf - Berlin

Unaddressed 'Torch runner' postcard, with cancels and cachets.
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NAGANO 1998 - UPDATE
Information for this article is gathered from the following sources;
—THE XVIII OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, NAGANO 1998 MEDIA UPDATE NAOC.
—Items kindly provided by SOC member Takaharu Onoe, Nagoya, Japan.
—Items acquired at the Collectors Fairs of 1994 and 1995, Olympic Museum, Lausanne.
For those intending to compile a collection on the XVIII Olympic Winter Games, either as
an entity or part of a larger general Olympic, or Olympic Winter Games collection, many
facts and figures will prove helpful. Some remarks (printed in bold type) give the first
indications of postal facilities during the Games, certainly a number of 'clues' are given
to assist visitors attending the Games, when they try to decide where post offices may
be located.
The Candidature Period.
Postcards sent to members of the I 0 C, lobbying for their vote and support:
The card illustrated was sent
to members of the IOC, asking
for their support.
The majority seem to have
been sent by school children,
possibly as an organised
activity.
The back of each card has the
credit: Wave in Nagano Citizens Organization.
I have seen four examples that
display the above credit and
the candidature logo, the first
three are paintings by children,
credited as noted;
a) Takefumi Yamagishi (11);
b) Takuma Wada (10);
c) Asuka Yasuda (7)
the fourth is titled:
'Surging Waves by Hokusai'
owned by the Hokusai—kan
museum in Nagano.
Others must exist.
Skiier by Takefumi Yamagishi, aged 11.
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Organising Committee Mail.
In common with many other organisations making regular use of international mail, the
Organising Committee are making regular use of handling services for bulk distribution
of circulars, notices and newsletters.
Three envelopes found in Lausanne were all franked by Postally Paid Impressions from
Rotterdam (their destination was Russia). The three illustrations show how these
imprints vary — an opportunity for future study!
EN .SAS DE KR REMISE REIMYER

23 12-94
A SP 71123 NI,

A

December 1994, on
Nagano 1998 official
envelope.

PORT PAYE
ROTTERDAM

nu PC ROTTF.1DAM PAYS-BAS
N CAS DE NON REMISE

April 1995, on
Nagano 1998 official
envelope.
1

I

06-4-1015
RENVOYER A BP 71120
NL noo PC ROTTERDAM Z

PORT PAYE
ROTTERDAM
PAYS BAS

PORT PAVE
ROTTERDAM
PAYS-SAS
August 1995, on NAOC official envelope.

The 'corner card' logo on official
envelopes has also evolved during
1994 — 95.
Left: The earlier envelopes have the
emblem above NAGANO 1998.

NAGANO
1 9

9 8

Q$
c 1993 NAOC TM
NAOC 3 001

Right: The later envelopes have the
emblem above NAOC.
The address remains the same, but
telex details have been dropped.
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C),R9

NAOC
01993 NAOC TM
NAOC 5-001

The Emblem. **
EHE

OLYMPiG .NiNTER GAMES

The design of the emblem is composed of
dynamic athletes arranged in a petal
formation, combined with the hexagonal
shape of a snowflake.
It can also be viewed as an Alpine plant,
underlying the fact that Nagano has
emphasised environmental considerations
in its staging of the Games.
The flower—like design of the emblem is
called the Snowflower.'
The above description, seems puzzling when
compared with the emblem on the sticker
illustrated right. The description refers to the
earlier emblem before additional 'petals'
were added to enhance the 'flower'
appearance.

NAGANO
1 9 9 8

0 mama=

The sticker is from an A4 sized sheet marketed by NAOC, contents; Row 1, two stickers
75 x 104mm; Row 2, three stickers 50 x 69mm; Row 3, four stickers 32.5 x 46mm; all in
a common design.
Mascots. **

THE XVIII OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, NAGANO 1998

The Snowlets, a
postcard from the
first series issued
by NAOC.
The series is sold
in a folder and
includes the
following designs:

0195,31440C T31 NAOC 3-001

litO3Vie7**88441tA
AS, a

aottatscu-3-cetNoun 5 0).10:351.1k1,14t

a) Emblem;
b) Mascot (illustr);
c) Emblem and
Mascot;
d) Japan Alps;
e) Zenkoji;
f) Senjyojiki Kar.

The folder that contains the series of postcards can also be cut to provide a further card
of the Emblem, when cut out, the inside is printed as a postcard back with stamp space
and address lines.
The folder is sealed by a small elliptical sticker, 31 x 24mm, showing the Emblem and
copyright notices in white against a grey ground.
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A4 sheet of stickers featuring the Snowlets, marketted by NAOC.
A number of 'bumper' stickers and windscreen stickers also exist.
'The Snowlets are the official mascots for the Nagano Games. The owl, on which they
are based, symbolises the Vision for the Nagano Games.
Owls have been cherished by people around the world as the embodiment of "the
wisdom of the woods."
Owls appear in Greek mythology as attendants of Athena, the goddess of wisdom.
The name Snowlets has several roots; Snow suggests the winter season and the
Olympic Winter Games; — lets, calls on everyone to join in the fun. The word owlets is
the term for young owls.
The four Snowlets, each with its own unique character, will create a festive atmosphere
at the Nagano Games.'
In common with recent celebrations of the Olympic and Olympic Winter Games, the
mascots have been allocated poses to illustrate the sporting and cultural events, the
official designs for the Mascot Poses are illustrated on the following page.
Pictograms. **
Pictograms have been used since at least 1964 (Tokyo), as a means of conveying
information quickly and visually without words at international (multi—lingual) events,
The pictograms for the Nagano Games feature dynamic portrayals of athletes in each
sport, and are based upon the designs of the 'petals' of the emblem.
** The Emblem, Mascots and Pictograms are all protected devices of NAOC
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Mascot Poses

Ski Jumping

Alpine Skiing

Curling

Speed Skating

von.
Cross-Country Skiing

Short Track

Luge

Figure Skating

Ice Hockey

Biathlon

Freestyle Skiing

Speed Skating

Nordic Combined

Welcoming smiles
Flag bearing

01993 N*OC 1.1,1.0C soot
Flag bearing

Flag bearing
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Pictograms

Ski Jumping

Alpine Skiing

Alpine Skiing

Nordic Combined

14
11
.
1
1

Cross-Country Skiing

Freestyle Skiing

Speed Skating

Short Track
Speed Skating

Figure Skating

Bobsleigh

Luge

Ice Hockey

Curling

Biathlon

Cultural Programme

Volunteers

0199a NAOC TM NAOC 5.001

Torch Relay
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Facilities:
Stadium for Opening and Closing Ceremonies,

Under construction in Minami Nagano Sports Park in the Tofukuji district of southern
Nagano City. 3.6 kilometres from the Olympic Village. Construction began in January
1994, and is scheduled for completion in the summer of 1996. The stadium will be used
for a variety of sports after the Games, whilst the surrounding park will remain as a
recreational area.
The stadium will be 8 kilometres from the Main Press Centre and International
Broadcasting Centre. Cost of construction is estimated at Y9.5 billion.
Ice Hockey Stadium A. 'Big Hat'

Constructed between March 1993 and March 1995, the stadium was officially opened
on May 14, 1995, to coincide with events to initiate the 1000 day countdown to the
Games.
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The stadium is located in the Wakasato district of Nagano City, 1.7 kilometres southeast of Japan Railways' Nagano Station. It is adjacent to the Main Press Centre whilst
only a three minute walk from the International Broadcasting Centre, and 8 kilometres
from the Olympic Village. The Nagano Prefectural Culture Hall is nearby, and will be
used for the IOC Session during the Games.
The building is 120 metres long, 100 metres wide and 35 metres high at its tallest point.
It has been designed with a low profile to blend with the surrounding townscape, and
the roofline consists of gently sloping surfaces to create contituity of line with the
expanse of mountains surrounding the city.
During the Games, the stadium will house a single 60 x 30 metre rink, and accomodate
12,000 spectators. After the Games, the stadium will be used for sporting events,
exhibitions and concerts. Cost of construction was approximately Y20.4 billion.
Ice Hockey Stadium B. 'Aqua Wing'.

The stadium is being built in a sports park in the northeastern part of Nagano City.
Design work began in 1993, with construction starting in April 1995. Completion is
scheduled for the autumn of 1997.
The flowing lines of the building express the fresh, clean breezes of the Nagano region,
and the design resembles a wing floating down from the sky. The 135 x 80 metre
stadium will house a 60 x 30 metre ice rink, and a spectator capacity of approximately
6,000.
After the Games the facility will be used as an indoor swimming centre with a roof that
can be opened, 50 and 25 metre pools, together with a diving pool.
The Stadium will be 5 kilometres from the Media centres and 15 kilometres from the
Olympic Village. Cost of construction is estimated as Y8.4 billion.
Speed Skating Arena, 'M Wave'
The Speed skating facility will house one of the world's largest covered rinks and
10,000 spectators. It will be the first indoor rink with a 400 metre standard double track
in Japan.
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Designers for the building were selected from entries in a competition during 1993, the
roof echoes the mountain scenery and rugged peaks of the Japan Alps. The lower part
of the building will be exposed concrete, the upper section will consist of a suspended
roof made from Nagano larch.
The arena will measure 230 x 160 metres, and will be situated in the Asahi—Mamejima
district in eastern Nagano City. Construction began in March 1994 with completion
scheduled for autumn 1996.
The arena is 6 kilometres from the Media Centres and 11 kilometres from the Olympic
Village, it is adjacent to the main thoroughfare from Asahi Media Village, one of the
accommodation areas for media personnel.
Figure Skating / Short Track Speed Skating Arena, 'White Ring".

Initially this facility was planned for the Figure Skating events, however opposition to
renovation of an existing facility at Mamejima for the Short Track Speed Skating (due to
loss of the facility during renovation) caused the plans to be amended.
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Approval of a revised design was received in June 1993. The arena has a gently sloping
roof resembling a water droplet — symbolising the grace and gentleness of Figure
Skating. The elliptical dome reaching a height of 39.7 metres was positioned in May
1995, after assembly on the ground. The seating area and outer gallery will be a single
continuous open space.
Work began in January 1994, and is scheduled for completion in March 1996. The
arena houses one rink, and has a spectator capacity of 8,000. A practice rink will be
built adjacent to the arena.
The Skating arena is 4 kilometres from the Media Centres, and 7 kilometres from the
Olympic Village. Estimated cost of the facility is Y14.8 billion.
lizuna Kogen.
This highland region at the northern edge of Nagano City is an established and popular
ski area.
Freestyle Skiing: Events will be held on courses in an area utilised for the 1990 World
Cup. The 1997 FIS Freestyle World Championships will be staged at lizuna Kogen. The
Freestyle site is 17 kilometres from the Media Centres and 23 kilometres from the
Olympic Village.
Bobsleigh / Luge Track, "Spiral": The 1,360 metre course will be Japan's first artificially
iced track. Situated close to the Freestyle area in the Asakawa district of Nagano City,
the track conforms to the natural topography. As a result, it will be the first track in the
world to feature two uphill sections.
Construction began in November 1993, with completion scheduled for March 1996, the
spectator capacity will be 10,000. The track is 15 kilometres from the Media Centres
and 21 kilometres from the Olympic Village, estimated cost of construction is Y9.3
billion.
Yamanouchi (Shiga Kogen).
The town is located amongst 2,000 metre peaks in the Joshin'etsu Highland National
Park, and has a six month skiing season.
Men's and Women's Slalom / Giant Slalom: Events will be held at the 2009 metre Mt
Yakebitai (Slalom), and at the 2030 metre Mt. Higashidate (Giant Slalom). Venues
already have FIS approval, and are located 55 and 49 kilometres, respectively, from the
Media Centres, 62 and 56 kilometres, respectively, from the Olympic Village.
Hakuba
Situated in the foothills of the Japan Alps, the village of Hakuba lies in an area that is
rich in unique mountain flora, including a number of scientifically important species.
Cross—Country Skiing: Three courses (A,B, and C) are being landscaped in the
Kamishiro district, with a combined length of 19 kilometres. The layout will bring
competitors past the grandstand area several times. Lanscaping should be completed
in December 1995. The course is located 44 kilometres from the Media Centres and 39
kilometres from the Olympic Village.
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Ski Jumping Hills: Events will be held at Happo — Japan's first parallel jumping facility,
which was completed in November 1992. A unique "turret" design was adopted to avoid
any modification of the mountainside.

The first international event held on the hills during 1994 were the FIS Summer Jumping
Games '94, and the NTT Cup, in September.
The Jumping Hills are 48 kilometres from the Media Centres and 42 kilometres from the
Olympic Village. Estimated cost of construction was Y8.6 billion.
Nordic Combined: Cross —Country Skiing segment will be held at Kamishiro, Jumping
at Happo. The venues are 5 kilometres apart.
Men's and Women's Downhill and Super G: Events will be held at Happo'one, a peak
east of Mt. Karamatsudake. The men's course will provide a vertical drop of 840 metres,
the women's 779 metres. The competition area can be accessed on foot in 20 minutes
from Japan Railways' Hakuba Station, and can accommodate 20,000 spectators.
The venue is located 49 kilometres from the Media Centres and 43 kilometres from the
Olympic Village.
Karuizawa
Located at the foot of Mt. Asama, on the margin of a national park, the town is only 140
kilometres from Tokyo. Karuizawa has hosted a variety of skating competitions.
Curling: The Kazakoshi Park Arena, completed in December 1990, hosted the 11th and
12th Japan Curling Championships in March 1994 and 1995. It will be the Curling venue
for 1998.
The arena is located 90 kilometres from the Media Centres and 77 kilometres from the
Olympic Village.
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Nozawa Onsen
The village is located within the Joshin'etsu Highland National Park. Onsen denotes a
hot spring, and the area is renown for its spas.
Biathlon: The venue for the Biathlon was shifted after goshawks and other raptors were
found nesting in the area of Hakuba originally chosen. The new site makes maximum
use of existing tracks, landscaping was due to complete in 1995 providing a total track
length of 14 kilometres between the A and B tracks. Inspection by the International
Biathlon Union during 1994 provoked the comment that the venue will prove extremely
exciting due to the proximity of the two courses — A, with steep rises and falls, B, with
flat stretches and other technically and physically demanding features.
The course is 49 kilometres from the Media Centres and 56 kilometres from the Olympic
Village. Cost of construction is estimated at Y3.1 billion.
Media Facilities
Main Press Centre (MPC)
The MPC will be built in the Wakasato district of Nagano City, close to Ice Hockey
Stadium A. It will provide a working environment for 2,800 journalists. After the Games, it
will be used for commercial and other purposes.
Facilities inside the MPC will include, a communal working area, private / rented offices,
telecommunications centre, photo laboratory, conference rooms, meeting rooms,
information counters, restaurants, a bank, a post office, a shop and a clinic.
Sub Press Centres (SPCs)
SPCs will be established at competition venues, the Stadium for Opening and Closing
Ceremonies, and the Olympic Village.
Facilities will include, a general working area, private / rented offices, conference
rooms, and cafeterias. At each venue press seats, photo positions, television camera
positions, and other facilities will be provided. There will also be film collection services.
International Broadcasting Centre (IBC)
The IBC will be the headquarters of the Olympic Radio and Television Organisation '98
(ORTO '98), and will be located near the MPC in the Wakasato district. ORTO '98 will
provide broadcast equipment, video editing rooms, studios, and other facilities on a
booking basis.
Facilities provided at the IBC will include, an information centre, restaurants, shops, a
bank, a post office, and a clinic.
Accommodation (Media)
Media hotels and Media villages will be used to provide the anticipated 7,000 spaces.
Two villages will house a total of 3,500, hotels a similar number.
The villages will be built in the Yanagimachi and Asahi districts. All accommodation will
be in single rooms. Facilities will include, restaurants, shops, banks, and post offices.
The Yanagimachi Media Village will be located in the centre of Nagano City, 4 kilometres
from the media centres, it will house 2,300 people.
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The Asahi Media Village will face the Speed Skating Arena, about 6 kilometres distant
from the media centres, it will house 1,200 people.
Both villages will be used as public housing after the Games.
The Olympic Village
The Olympic Village will house approximately 3,000 athletes and officials from around
the world, and will operate from January 24 — February 25, 1998. The 19 hectare site in
the Kawanakajima district of Nagano City is being developed as a public residential
complex called !mai New Town, and will be borrowed from the city during the Games.
Temporary structures will be constructed on the western side of the development to
accommodate restaurants, a clinic, a shopping centre, and other facilities. Minami
Nagano Sports Park, nearby, will provide a gymnasium and swimming pool for the
athletes.
Athletes and officials in the Curling event will be housed at a Satellite Olympic Village in
Karuizawa, based at a hotel.
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CHINESE SPORTS AND OLYMPIC EXHIBITION
Franceska Rapkin
Stamp collecting is so very, very much more than simply collecting coloured bits of
paper with pretty pictures. It is true, I have been lucky and progressed a long way in my
chosen hobby since I first started collecting almost forty years ago. However, like
everyone else, I started in a small way by joining my local stamp society and meeting
other collectors, and to me that is the wonderful thing about our hobby. It's not only the
fun of collecting, it is the fun of meeting other like—minded people.
A few years ago when I was in Barcelona for the exhibition attached to the Olympic
Games, I was introduced to a Chinese Basketball Collector. It turned out that, not only
was he a former national basketball player himself, but he was now the Director of the
Xiamen Sports Federation. Since that time we have been corresponding regularly.
Two years ago my Chinese friend invited me to visit China as the guest of the Xiamen
Sports and Philatelic Federation and to show my Olympic collection in the Court of
Honour of a sports philatelic exhibition that was being held in Xiamen, South China in
1995. Since this exhibition was to take place directly after the International Exhibition in
Singapore, which I intended to visit, I accepted the invitation.
At the time that I received the invitation I had just put my house on the market, and
probably like most sellers, I optimistically believed that it would sell quickly. However, it
was the end of July this year until I finally moved to my new home, with the builders still
keeping me company! To go away from home long enough to visit both Singapore and
China at this time was not practical. Yet, having accepted the invitation to participate in
the Xiamen exhibition, I thought it would be rude of me to pull out at the last minute, so,
on the 10th September, off I set!
Xiamen in the South China province of Fujian is probably better known to stamp
collectors as Amoy. It changed its name at the same time that Peking became Beijing.
Amoy was one of the five Chinese Treaty Ports, and as such, had many Europeans
living there in the latter years of the last century and until after the First World War. That
European influence is clearly seen in the architecture of the old town.
Ten years ago Xiamen became an Economic Development Zone and a duty free area.
A great deal of building is taking place around the large harbour, most of which owes
more to American than Chinese influence.
New frames had been produced for this exhibition, perhaps as a trial for an international
exhibition in Beijing in 2004 They are made of all chrome construction with very secure
perspex doors that close on a lock and bolt system. However the chrome bars which
held the sheets in place were, in my opinion, too wide and covered too much of the
album leaf. It would have been better had they been made of clear plastic.
Even by British standards this was a small exhibition at federation level, just sixty
frames. It was advertised as an international invitation exhibition, but the only
international presence was me. The Presidents of the Chinese Sports Federation and
the Philatelic Federation came from Beijing and there were collectors from Malaysia and
nearby Taiwan, but they did not bring exhibits.
Unlike British exhibitions, there were no dealers present. The only item on sale was a
cacheted commemorative cover with a 1993 sports stamp already affixed. These sold
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like hot cakes and a favourite hobby in China, so I understand, is to get these covers
autographed by the dignitaries present. In two half hour sessions and the odd one
between, I must have signed hundreds. Some collectors brought me ten covers at a
time to autograph!
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On the whole, the standard of the exhibits was not good, though almost without
exception, the presentation was good. The Chinese only started to collect thematically
some ten years ago, I understand, and they still have to learn a great deal about the
development of the thematic exhibit. Since this was a non competitive exhibition, it
didn't matter too much.
I found the Chinese very eager to learn more about thematic philately, and on the first
morning of the three day exhibition I took a large group of collectors around my own
exhibit, and explained to them the story of the 1936 Olympic Games, and why I had
included particular items, which at first glance, appeared unrelated.
The Chinese have a rule that forbids the showing of Hitlers' image. I do not know if this
applies to other dictators as well, or whether it only applies to postage stamps. Thank
goodness the Olympic Games took place before stamps showing Hitler had been
issued, or there might have been quite a number of blank pages Only three stamps
and a cover showed Hitler in my collection and these all had to be turned gummed side
up.
On the afternoon of the first day I took a group of collectors around the other exhibits
and made suggestions how they could be improved. I was asked many questions and
the session lasted for a long time. Very few Chinese of my generation speak any English,
everything that I said had to be translated by an interpreter. It was hard, and I found it
very tiring. I sometimes wondered if the interpreter always understood what I was
saying, for some of the questions asked did not relate to the subject under discussion.
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On the second afternoon I gave a seminar on thematic philately. Some thirty collectors
attended this meeting which was held in the conference room of the head post office.
China tea and fresh fruits were served throughout the meeting, which made for a very
relaxed and friendly atmosphere. Again, the seminar took place with the help of an
interpreter, which did make for another very long afternoon.
During my stay in Xiamen I had the opportunity to visit several stamp shops. It is not
really surprising that the standard of the exhibits was mot high when one sees what is
for sale. Almost the entire stock of most dealers seems to consist of modern material.
Most of it stems from the Orient, Asia and the Middle—East. There was also some
material from Europe, but mainly from former Eastern Bloc countries. I saw no genuinely
used covers. Everything on display was commemorative or first day of issue. It is
possible, of course, that older and better material was kept hidden. However, I had no
way of knowing that, for I had no way to communicate.
It was a long way to go for a three day exhibition! However I found the Chinese very
friendly and extremely hospitable, and they made me feel very welcome. It is certainly
an experience that will stay in my memory.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

S 0 C POSTCARD No.6 (for Stampex 1996)

SOC Postcard No. 6, shows a watercolour painting submitted by Josephine Heather
Child, for the Sport in Art Exhibition of the XIV Olympiad, London 1948.
The card is matt, in blue tones and costs £ 0.60 plus postage from the Treasurer,
David Buxton, 88 Bucknell Road, Bicester, Oxon. OX6 8DR, Great Britain.
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ATLANTA '96 - A SEASONAL CARD FROM ROYAL MAIL
Bob Farley
During November 1995, Royal Mail delivered a Christmas Card to customers. From
known recipients, it appears that distribution was national, and whilst the card was not
enclosed in an envelope, or marked with any form of franking indicator, it was certainly
delivered by postmen — a modern 'Free Frank' item ?
The purpose of the card was two—fold; firstly, to wish customers Season's Greetings,
with a printed message from Peter Howarth CBE, Managing Director, Royal Mail: and
secondly, the card contained a list of Last Posting Dates, with rates, for Christmas mail.
And the significance of the card ?
The front of the card reproduces the design for the 19p Christmas commemorative
stamp (without value) — Robin—in—the—box, designed by Ken Lilly.

On the back, are details of the Royal Mail as Official Sponsor of the British Olympic and
Paralympic Teams for Atlanta 1996, with the respective logos.
To create a postal souvenir, I took the opportunity to repost a small number of cards,
franked with the appropriate stamp (thanks to the help of 'understanding' neighbours
and friends). I appear to have made a wise move — literally — in relocating to Worcester,
as items of obvious philatelic interest always seem to arrive well protected, and carefully
handled. Two questions spring to mind; How many of these cards will survive the waste
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bin? Will judges accept that the cards travelled postally, without any markings? Perhaps
some of our members qualified to judge would like to respond to the latter.
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Olympic Pins + + Postal Cards + + Hologram
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SPONSORS OF THE 1996 OLYMPIC GAMES (3)
John Miller
As the year of the Atlanta Games approaches more of the twenty—one sponsors
officially listed by the British Olympic Association are advertising their involvement.
There are also a number of National firms who are not on the official list as sponsors,
but who are supporters and promoters of the Games. Some of these are also using the
Olympic and B.O.A. logos in their advertisments. To simplify the record, I am using the
same bracketted letters in the titles for each part in this series of articles, and only
entering them into the record when I have some evidence of them advertising their
sponsorship, support or promotion. Further, as those supporting or promoting the
Games are not strictly within the objectives of the articles, they are only referred to once
and are being entered at the end of each article.
(i) INTERNATIONAL
fa) U. P. S. (United Parcel Services).
An advertisement in the Financial Times on Monday 13 November 1995 promotes the
service offered by the company and states that it is the "Official Express Delivery
Company of the 1996 Olympic Games." The company logo with Olympic logo below
it and the text "Worldwide Sponsors" is displayed in the advertisement.
OFFICIAL EXPRESS DELIVERY COMPANY OF THE 1996 OLYMPIC GAMES.
We're up and running before anyone else.

Imrz-rm
mirdiam

As sure as taking it there yourself.
(ii) NATIONAL
fa) ROYAL MAIL
The Stamp Collectors Calendar for 1996, issued by the Philatelic Bureau in September
and October of 1995, quotes; "Olympic Games. As well as producing stamps to mark
the Centenary of the modern Olympic Games, Royal Mail is a sponsor of both the British
Olympic and Paralympic teams." Stamp issue date, 9th July 1996.
A 1996 Year Planner issued with information about the Royal Mail 'Connect' services
displays both the B.O.A. and Paralympics logos together with text about their
sponsorship. (See also late news at the end of this article!)
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To ensure speedy delivery, separate your mail into bundles
for First and Second class mail, and secure with elastic bands,
ensuring all addresses face the same way. If you are in a postal
district that supplies pouches, First class mail usually goes
in a red pouch and Second class in a green pouch. For larger
quantities, use our mail bags, ensuring they're labelled
according to class.
If you spend more than £15,000 a year on Royal Mail
services your mail can be collected (Monday to Friday) free
of charge. For further information ask your post office or call
your Royal Mail Sales Centre on 0345 950 950.

OLYMPICS
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Q99
Royal Mail,.The Official- Sponsor of both the
British Olympic and Paralympic Teams

1,111,

The official Christmas greetings card giving information about last posting dates and
appropriate rates for 1995 Christmas mail displays the new B.O.A. and Paralympics
logos with a variation in the text about Royal Mail sponsorship. {See 'A Seasonal Card
From Royal Mail, in this issue).
(b) BRITISH SUGAR
(ba) Silver Spoon plc.
Granulated and Caster sugar
bags advertising stage 5 of the
Silver Spoon programme were
on sale in the Lancashire area
on the 7th of October.
They illustrate a 'Special edition
British Olympic Team tin' and
give the instructions on how to
purchase one.
The tin is
quoted as being 'ideal for
storing a full pack of Silver
Spoon Granulated or Caster
sugar'. The artwork on the
bags is similar to that used for
the previous four stages but the
new B.O.A. logo, in full colour,
has replaced the semi—circle
Union Jack with Olympic rings
below. The new logo depicts a
lion, with the legs and feet
replaced by the Olympic rings.
The new logo also appears on
the Olympic Team tin.
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The outer brown paper
wrappers for the packs of
15 x 1 kilo packets of
granulated sugar have the
same artwork and text as the
stage 1 advance publicity.

;‘ 2

OFFICIALSKINS011301

The wrapper was first seen
on the 16th November with
the new B.O.A. logo and text
changed to 'Olympic
Promotion'.

I

""

Stage 6 of the Silver Spoon
promotion was opened on
1st December 1995. This is a
further series of recipes titled
'Winter Kitchen'. There are
four in the series and they
are printed on both the
granulated and caster sugar
bags. The new B.O.A. logo
and an illustration of the
recipe with the title in an
arch over it, are on the front
of the bag; the recipe is on
the back. The four recipes
are; 'Glazed winter fruits',
'Iced chocolate crunch' on
granulated sugar; 'Sticky
chocolate and walnut
pudding', 'Quick banoffi
cream', on caster sugar.
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fej DELTA AIRLINES.
An advertisment, first seen on Granada Television on 7th December, included the single
line text "Official Airline of the British Olympic Team".
- • • •• •

•

:t
o ••

ffj MIDLAND BANK.

• :-Tx:, •

The latest issues of a series of twelve publicity booklets are
now being printed with the new B.O.A. logo and the text
"Official Sponsors & Leaders of the 1996 British Olympic
Appeal" on the front cover. Those seen so far are 'Farmers
and Farming', and 'Choosing the right cards'.

•
•••••

MIDLAND
The Listening Rank

{gl BRITISH OLYMPIC ASSOCIATION
The Annual Report for 1995 lists the following nine
international and twelve national sponsors for the 1996
British Team.
Coca—Cola:
Bausch & Lomb;
IBM;

Kodak;
Xerox;
Time International;

Visa;
Panasonic;
Uncle Ben's.

AT & T (American Telephone & Telegraph); Midland Bank;
Silver Spoon ( British Sugar plc.);
Kelloggs Sustain;
Delta Airlines;
Burger King;
Adidas;
Royal Mail.
Swatch;

Official Sponsor
& Leaden of the 1996
British Olympic Appeal

Stylo;
Sanatogen;
Cadbury;

{hi SANATOGEN.
Use of the new logo seen in an advertisement on Granada Television, 15 November
1995. Circular design with the text "Official Sponsor of the British Olympic Team".
fij KELLOGG'S SUSTAIN.
Kellogg's have developed a breakfast cereal in conjunction with the Australian Institute
of Sport, advertised as being 'a scientific balance of grains, fruit and nuts'. The 500 g
packaging for the cereal displays the new B.O.A. logo and the text "Official breakfast
cereal of the British Olympic Team 1996".

OFFICIAL BREAKFAST
CEREAL OF THE BRITISH
OLYMPIC TEAM 1996
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{xi BENHAM COVERS Ltd.
This company produces philatelic covers and has obtained the contract as sole agent to
market official covers for the British Olympic Team. They have been given permission to
use the new B.O.A. logo on the covers and on their advertising material. Added to the
logo is the text "Official British Olympic Winners Collection". This offers a basic
collection covering every Britishmedal winner at the 1996 Games and an autographed
collection of the same items. Every cover carries a donation to the British Olympic
Team. This company is listed as a supporter.

Official
British Olympic
Winners Collection

0

A thank-you for being a Benham customer
Late News:
(ii) NATIONAL
(a) ROYAL MAIL
Royal Mail have announced that stamp booklets showing the British Olympic
Association logo, as part of the cover design, will be issued on 30th January 1996, with
definitive stamp contents.
The booklets will be similar to those issued for the 1992 sponsorship campaign.
The booklets will be issued in a number of face values, and will be produced by more
than one printer (two or possibly three).
A full report will be given in the May issue.
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*********** ** ***** ****************** ***** ********** ****** *****

Please remember the Society Packet when considering disposal
of any material. Your duplicates could become another members
cherished item.
Send your material to Colin Faers, the Packet Manager
********** ************************ ****** ******* ******** *******
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OLYMPIC GAMES
7eux0iympiques - %itnttpigrbe ifrpitit — Giochi Olimpichi

1896 - 1996
Announcing Catalog 14
Olympic Games & Sports
Available now for immediate mailing!
144 pages plus illustrated supplements in full color.
1727 numbered items includes books, programs, guides, official reports, medals,
badges, pins, posters, graphics, etc. Also included is a very large selection of
fencing and duelling literature in several languages; a large number of Winter
Olympic items, and books in numerous other sports categories.
$12.00 to USA addresses, Priority mail (or) $20.00 via overnight FedEx.
$15.00 to all other countries, 1st class Airmail (or) $29.00 via Express mail.

HARVEY ABRAMS - BOOKS
PO Box 732 State College, PA., USA 16804
Tel: (814) 237-8331

Fax: (814) 237-8332

TOKYO 1964 — The Mainichi Newspapers Postcards
The Games of the XVIIIth Olympiad, are not amongst those regularly featured in Torch
Bearer, or any journal. Difficulties with translation (and recognition) of interesting pieces
deters many collectors from attempting to specialise in in this celebration of the Games.
The invaluable listing of Japanese cancellations provided by Manfred Winternheimer
can appear rather daunting when faced with trying to identify the same cancel from a
number of venues, where the only visible difference is the place name in Japanese
script.
Against this background (an apology for those Tokyo collectors for whom we rarely offer
any information), I am pleased to be able to include a listing of the Postcards produced
by The Mainichi Newspapers in 1964, as the result of a purchase by our Treasurer at the
2"d World Collectors Fair in Lausanne.
Each of the following folders contains four high quality, colour photographic, postcards.
The cards do not have any reference numbers, but they are all titled in English on the
reverse.
Folder 1:
a) vertical, 'Lighting the Olympic Flame at the Temple of Hera in Olympia, Greece.'
b) vertical, 'The National Gymnasium where the Swimming events are to be held.'
c) horizontal, 'The National Stadium, the main Olympic venue.'
d) horizontal, 'Olympic flame cauldron being lit at Omuyarna Athletic Stadium,
Okinawa.'
The folder titled TOKYO OLYMPICS 1 on a broad gold bar is illustrated with an aerial
view of 'The Komazawa Olympic Park.'
Cards a, c, and d, are known to exist with two different backs.
Style 1; with Tokyo 1964 emblem, and copyright notice of The Mainichi Newspapers:
Style 2; no emblem or copyright notice.
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Folder 2:

TOKYO OLYMPICS
rAMINIA-42,

1.%

to 2

#11 El

eigm

horizontal, 'Takashi
a)
Ono solemnly delivers the
athlete's oath on behalf of
all the Olympic
participants.'
b) vertical, 'The electrical
scoreboard flashes the
famed statement of Baron
Pierre de Coubertin.'
horizontal, 'The
c)
Japanese delegation, the
last and 94th to march in
the opening ceremony.'
d) vertical, 'Anchorman
Yoshinori Sakai holds
aloft the Olympic torch as
he set aflame the
cauldron.'

The folder titled:
TOKYO OLYMPICS 2 on a broad
yellow bar is illustrated with a view
titled 'The Olympic Village to
accommodate 7,000 athletes.' cards
have backs in style 1.
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Folder 3:
a) horizontal, 'Galina Prozumenschikova (USSR), winner of the women's 200—meter
breast stroke.'
b) horizontal, 'Osamu Watanabe, gold medallist feather weight wrestling.'
c) vertical, 'Yoshinobu Miyake barbell record breaking 122.5 kg snatch (featherweight).'
d) vertical, 'Kokich Tsuburaya the 10,000 metres.'
The folder titled TOKYO OLYMPICS 3 on a broad yellow bar is illustrated with a view
titled 'Nippon Budokan Hall in the Imperial Palace compound where the Judo events will
be held.' cards have backs in style 1.
Folder 4:
a)
b)
c)
d)

horizontal, 'Bob Hayes broke the 10 second barrier, 100 metres.'
horizontal, 'American pole vault ace Fred Hansen wins with a height of 5.10 metres.'
horizontal, 'Ikuko Yoda in the women's 80 metre hurdle.'
vertical, 'The volleyball match between Japanese and Polish teams.'

The folder titled TOKYO OLYMPICS 4 on a broad yellow bar is illustrated with a view
titled 'Sacred Olympic Flame bums at the National Stadium.' cards have backs in style 1.
Folder 5:
a) horizontal, 'Japan beat USSR to win gold in the women's volleyball.'
b) horizontal, 'Yukio Endo gold medal, individual competition, Gymnast.'
c) vertical, 'Kokichi Tsuburaya (marathon) first medallist in Track and Field for 28 years.'
d) vertical, 'The Japanese team leaves the stadium as the scoreboard flashes "We Meet
Again In Mexico:' '
The folder titled TOKYO OLYMPICS 5 on a broad yellow bar is illustrated with a view
titled 'Olympic flag carried by members of the Maritime Self—Defense Force during the
closing ceremony.' cards have backs in style 1.
The folders are all designed for possible use as 'envelopes' containing the four cards of
the series, they have backs ruled with a stamp space and address lines, of the folders
purchased, four have been used in this way addressed to the United States of America
franked with stamps to the value of Y15.
The folders also give valuable information about postal rates at the time of the Games:
Post Card Domestic, 5 yen Special Delivery, 35 yen.
To America, 25 yen Air Mail, 40 yen.
To Europe, 25 yen Air Mail, 50 yen.
One Set (four cards in folder) (As printed matter without written message)
Domestic, 10 yen Special Delivery, 40 yen.
To America, 15 yen Air Mail, 80 yen.
To Europe, 15 yen Air Mail, 100 yen.
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REVIEW OF MAGAZINES WITH OLYMPIC INTEREST
OLYMPIC MAGAZINE
The magazine of the Olympic Museum, Lausanne. Issue No. 7, published October 1995
The leading article features Victor Vasarely whose artistic work and creations will be on
display in the Olympic Museum until 25' February. Other recent exhibitions in the
museum and which are the inspiration of articles include; The Many Faces of Athletics,
which traces its historical and technical progress; The sculptures of Pablo Ornaque; The
Coca—Cola exhibition; Nam June Paik and Corneille Guillaume Beverloo representing
video art and paintings; The centennial of the cinema and its portrayal of sport; Olympic
Sponsorship and the helmet of Jean—Claude Killy.
Of more general interest to members is a report on the Second World Collectors Fair
held during October, to which our Editor devoted space in the last issue of Torch
Bearer. The postcards offered with this issue feature Olympic Mascots.
Available from the Olympic Museum, 1 Quai d'Ouchy, CH-1001, Lausanne,
Switzerland.
JOURNAL OF SPORTS PHILATELY
The journal of Sports Philatelists International. Two issues have been received since the
last review, Nos 1 & 2 of Volume 34.
In issue No. 1, the steps in the selection of Salt Lake City to host the 2002 Games form
the leading article, whilst an article on South African Philately of the 1992 Barcelona
Olympic Games by SOC member Naomi Beinart completes the specialist Olympic
features. Norman Jacobs Jr. keeps readers abreast of developments with the Atlanta
Games, a new Committee meter, and postcards. Other articles on the topics of the 1995
World Handball Championship, the French Open Tennis Tournament and the 1994
Goodwill Games will prove of interest to collectors of those themes.
Issue No. 2 details the problems experienced by the organisers of Olymphilex '96, and
the potential exclusion of the United States Postal Service from the Olympic celebrations
because of some rather zealous protection of Olympic logos and marks. Other articles
include the Olympic and Sports History of Zwolle (Netherlands), two articles based on
the Ski collection of Dorothy Gulick and an article on the 1932 Los Angeles Games.
Membership details from Margaret Jones, 5310 Lindenwood Avenue, St. Louis, MO
63109, United States of America.
CITIUS, ALTIUS, FORTIUS.
The Journal of the International Society of Olympic Historians, Issue 3, Volume 3.
This issue features articles on the Foundation Date of the German Olympic Committee,
(with a calendar of all significant dates in the evolvement of the current German Olympic
Committee from it's Eastern and Western predecessors); The Formation of the Spanish
Olympic Committee; Wrestling Styles in the Modern Olympics, which compares the
success of hand to hand fighting sports against the authors belief that the modern styles
fail the Olympic Philosophy; two articles on the plans to demolish the 1928 Olympic
Stadium in Amsterdam; facts about Salt Lake City, and identification of the first two
Women Olympians.
Membership details from Ian Buchanan, The Old Fighting Cocks, Burgh — next —
AyIsham, Norwich, NR11 6TP, Great Britain.
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LILLE OR LYON 2004?

The majority of members could be forgiven if they do
not immediately realise the significance of the rh
November, 1995.
This could become an important date in the story of
the Olympic Games of 2004. It was actually the date
on which the French National Olympic and Sports
Committee selected their choice as candidate to host
the XXVIIIth Olympic Games.
The French, are of course well rehearsed in such campaigns, and recognise the benefits
of advertising their aspirations. The presence of visitors wearing 'Lille 2004' Tee shirts at
the World Collectors Fair in Lausanne, drew attention to their candidature, but despite
requests, did not lead to any literature or collectables.

Almost immediately
after our return to
Kenny
England,
Cook came across
an example of this
superb postcard, in
support of the Lille
candidature.
A report in 'Le Metro'
illustrates the card
and states 'This post
card has been
published to support
the candidature of
Lille to host the 2004
Olympic Games. It is
on sale at all sale
points for postcards.
Send copies quickly
to your friends in the
four corners of
France".

‘$)
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At almost the same time, Bob Wilcock was visiting Lyon, and decided to track down
their bid office (no mean task apparently), and was rewarded for his efforts by
discovering a series of eight 80 x 128 mm self adhesive vignettes, which form a
composite design, whereby the athlete design 'flows' to the adjcent sticker(s). The
background of each design is black and each displays the logo "Lyon Rhone—Alpes
2004, naturellement olyrnpique".

Labels numbered 7 & 8.
The bids of the two candidates were based on totally different strategies. Lyon stressed
the regional aspect of it's bid, the Games being distributed around the Rhone—Alps,
centred on the airport at Satolas, and the modern communications centre at the
Eurexpo exhibition centre. Events would be staged as far afield as Bourg St. Maurice
and Grenoble to the east, St. Etienne to the west, with possible use of the riviera for
yachting. the literature is careful to point out however that the venues would ba as
closely linked as those for Barcelona.
Lille concentrates on a compact Games, with all events proposed within a very tight
radius. The existence of venues, the current development of the area, the function of
Lille as an international route centre now that the Channel Tunnel is in operation — are
all promoted with the claim that Lille is within easy reach of three capital cities.
On the 7th November, Lille was selected, and now goes forward to the following key
dates: 10th January 1996, formal proposal to the I 0 C; August 1996, presentation of bid
document; September 1997, Selection of the 2004 host by the I 0 C in Lausanne.
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SMALL AD'S - SMALL AD'S - SMALL AD'S - SMALL AD'S
Wanted: Olympic Memorabilia & Books.
Badges, Photographs, Postcards, Medals,
Posters, Official Reports & Ephemera.
Specialising in Track & Field & Early Games

'OLYMPIC COLLECTION' 1896 — 1980;
99% complete; mint, with nearly all imperfs;
rarities; varieties; labels; First Day Covers;
Catalogue £20,000 +
etc...

Send your details to receive an extensive list
of books etc for Sale or to Trade.

GENUINE OFFERS ONLY — NO DEALERS
DENIS HEENAN, P.O. BOX A322,
SWAZI PLAZA, SWAZILAND, AFRICA.

Johnathan Rosenthall, 22 Alwoodley Lane,
Leeds LS17 7PX Great Britain.
Telephone: 0113 — 2679377

WANTED: Olympic Machine Cancels.
Have many 1992 USA to trade

FOR SALE
Official Olympic Reports, Bulletins,
Tickets, Programs, Reglements,
Autograms, etc....
R. A. Huurman, Gooiergracht 145,
1251 VE LAREN NH, HOLLAND

Glenn Estus, Box 451, Westport, N.Y.
12993-0451, United States of America.
(e—mail: gestus@nylink.org.us)

INFORMATION NEEDED
Details on any Welsh Olympic Gold
Medallists — for production of a special First
Day Cover in July
Dave Richards, 61 Leonards St., Neath,
West Glamorgan, SA11 3HW, Great Britain.

WANTED WANTED WANTED
Video coverage of DDR / USSR
sportswomen in Olympics 1976 — 1994
C. Clews, 33 Clay Hills, Tunstall,
Staffordshire, ST6 5JE, Great Britain.
EXCHANGE or BUY

For Sale, The Cruise of the Branwen by
Theodore Andrea Cooke. Privately
published in May 1908.
Wanted — British Olympic Association
Reports for 1920 & 1932 & GB Olympic
Team Metal Badges for Games 1920-1964,
1980 & 1984. Cloth blazer badges for all
Games. Jonathan Rosenthall (see above)

OLYMPIC PHILATEUC ITEMS from the HOST COUNTRY
(Postmarks, cancellations, meters, Postal Stationery)
Exchange Olympic Pins
Write in English, French, Spanish or Portuguese

Prof. Manuel A. V. Ribeiro da Silva
Rua° Carlos Amarante, 149
P-4200 PORTO — PORTUGAL

Mr Randy Koo, Aert van Neslaan 424, 2341 HP Oegstgeest, The Netherlands. is not a member of
the S 0 C, but belongs to UIFOS, the Sports Philately Group in Italy. Randy collects on various
themes, including table—tennis, he is searching for correspondents to exchange material, and
has a wants list of British cancellations.
Members Small Ad's will be accepted in two ways;

— Firstly, for members who have renewed their membership by 31st January 1996, copy
may be submitted for two Small Ad's, free of charge. These will be published as space
permits, and in order of receipt. Requests to run the same Ad twice will appear in two
seperate issues. (New members joining before June will be entitled to one Ad.)
— Secondly, members may pay for the publication of a small Ad, either in addition to
their free entitlement, or to prioritise publication. A standard box (six lines, as above) will
cost £2, double box (up to twelve lines, as above) will cost £4. These will be published
in the first available issue (as space permits), and will take priority over free Ad's.
— All copy for Small Ad's MUST be accompanied by your S.O.C. Membership Number.
See Volume 12, page 190, for Conditions for Acceptance.
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Olympic Games
1896 - 1996
Auctions
Want List Service
Always Buying, Selling and Trading
Winner's Medals, Participation Medals. Commemorative Medals.
Badges, Pins. Torches, Official Reports, Posters, Programs, Tickets.
• Seals, Books, Postcards. Souvenirs etc.

SEND
$10.00 (Domestic)
$15.00 (Overseas)

FOR OUR NEXT ILLUSTRATED CATALOG
& PRICES REALIZED
Annual Subscription (3 Catalogs) available for
$20.00/yr. (Domestic) & 530.00/yr. (Overseas)

Ingrid O'Neil
P.O. Box 12346
Atlanta Ga.
U.S.A.

Tel: (404) 812-0106
Fax: (404) 812-0210

Heiko Volk
Olympia-Philatelie
POSTFACH 344 FRIEDRIQI EBERTSTR 85
OGOG14897
D64715 MICHELSTADT/ON

ISSUING PRICELISTS WITH SPECIAL AUCTION SECTIONS

WE ARE THE TOP -

SPECIALISTS
ALL OVER THE WORLD IN

OLYMPICS
30,000 ITEMS FROM THE OLYMPIC GAMES
1994 LILLEHAMMER,NORWAY

IN OUR STOCK WE HAVE MORE THAN

1896

ATHENS TO

VIEW AND PHOTOCARDS
TICKETS
BOOKS AND PROGRAMS
VIGNETTES
PHOTOS
OLYMPIC STICKERS

STAMPS-BLOCKS-SHEETS
FIRST DAY COVERS
POSTMARKS
POSTAL STATIONERY
AUTOGRAPHS
PICTURE CARDS

lielko Volk
Olympia-Philatelie
E roa cher Slcarle
D-6120 Michelstadt
Orsucne nach Vereinbansg
Tel. OG061-4899
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